
CARDINAL HEALTH NUCTRAC™ CASE STUDY

Kingman Regional Medical Center

Introduction

This case study of Kingman Regional Medical Center is based on a
November 2019 survey of Cardinal Health Nuctrac™ customers by
TechValidate, a 3rd-party research service.

“I have been very pleased with the customer service
department when needed. Matt Schuessler has been a huge
help, always helping and answering my emails when I’m in
need.”

“I think that the new system is very tech-friendly. It’s easy to
use and navigate through. Ordering doses is also more
efficient.”

“

Challenges

The business challenges that led the profiled company to evaluate and
ultimately select Cardinal Health Nuctrac™:

Used Syntrac(Cardinal Health) prior to implementing Nuctrac™.

Prior to implementing Nuctrac™ had challenges with:

One workstation for the department

Chose Nuctrac™ over other department management systems:

Because of the simple, one-click interface

Because of the anytime, anywhere access

The data is ready always ready, limited downtime

To remove the burden from internal IT department

Use Case

The key features and functionalities of Cardinal Health Nuctrac™ that the
surveyed company uses:

Has been using Nuctrac™ for not longer than one year.

Is a Medium-sized Hospital (100 to 499 beds).

Results

The surveyed company achieved the following results with Cardinal Health
Nuctrac™:

Saw the following improvements upon using Nuctrac™:

Department workflow: greatly improved

Manage compliance obligations: significantly improved

Streamlined ordering and scheduling: greatly improved

Reduced I.T. resources: significantly improved

Patient care: significantly improved

Reduced system downtime: improved

Informed decision making: improved

Saw value immediately upon migrating to Nuctrac™.

Company Profile

Company:
Kingman Regional Medical
Center

Company Size:
Medium Enterprise

Industry:
Healthcare

About Cardinal Health
Nuctrac™

The first integrated cloud
solution for nuclear
medicine departments to
help improve workflow,
manage compliance with
regulatory requirements
and improve patient safety.

Learn More:

Cardinal Health

Cardinal Health
Nuctrac™
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Source: Beverly Behymer, Nuclear Medicine Supervisor, Kingman
Regional Medical Center
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